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Today, post-secondary education is more important than 
ever. At ryerson, we take you closer to the reason. our 
programs and research prepare students for professions 
and careers with social and economic impact, and 

challenge them to go out there 
and make their mark.

At both undergraduate and 
graduate levels, our students 
are causing a buzz in downtown 
Toronto. And people are noticing. 
ryerson graduates are welcome 
at the world’s best universities, 
because they bring original 
thinking and competitive energy 

to the academic environment of the present and future.

The 21st century is asking us to think about education 
in a new way, and thanks to the generous support of 
donors like you, ryerson is responding. We are helping 
entrepreneurial students build their own businesses in 
‘zones’ where great ideas and hard work are turning 
concepts into companies, in a wide range of fields. This 
is just one of the possibilities at a university focused on 
student success.

ryerson makes things happen thanks to your support. 
on behalf of our amazing students, faculty and staff, 
thank you for your generosity. You are a vital part of  
a team that is advancing the leading edge.

Sheldon Levy 
President and vice-Chancellor

Ryerson makes things happen 
thanks to your support
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You are creating opportunities for ryerson students. 
Thanks to your generous support, students have access 
to more financial aid, new state-of-the-art learning spaces, 
the latest digital journals and so much more. These are 

the tools students need and now 
have, thanks to you.

Your generosity also furthers 
faculty research and innovation. 
Your support enables us to attract 
top scholars and develop the best 
academic facilities. our faculty 
members, in turn, produce original 
scholarship that has practical 
application and global impact. 

Your support means that together we are able to  
advance the reputation of our university, grow the  
value of a ryerson degree, and most importantly,  
provide important solutions to real-world problems.

In this report, you will read stories about some 
remarkable and fascinating gifts to ryerson in 2010-11. 
At the heart of each story is a profound desire to support 
students and help pave the road to excellence. These 
stories offer a taste of the broad impact your giving  
has on ryerson.

I extend my sincerest thanks and appreciation to  
you—and all our donors—for your generosity. We  
have accomplished so much thanks to you.

Adam b. Kahan 
vice-President, University Advancement

Our Deepest Thanks  
for Your Generosity
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Supporting  
University-wide  
Initiatives

“black Star puts ryerson and Canada on the international 
cultural map. It will be the largest photo collection in  
North America pertaining to the period of the civil rights 
movement and the surrounding era. It will attract scholars 
from around the world.”

The new ryerson Image Centre, he notes, is more than  
a showcase for its donated photographic collections.  

“It will be a living, breathing hub for all new forms of images, 
whatever they may be. The ultimate purpose is to make the 
Centre the backbone of something new and exciting.”

Howard’s involvement with the School of Image Arts is a 
natural fit with his eclectic interests. He and Carole have 
always been involved with the arts; as an art dealer, Carole 
represented a number of artists who were ryerson alumni. 
both Howard and Carole have been members of the  
Program Advisory Council for Image Arts in the Faculty  
of Communication & Design.

Their support over the years has extended to Image  
Arts programs and students. For years they have  
sponsored an exhibition curated by undergraduates  
enrolled in the exhibitions and Curation course and  
displayed at the I.m.A. Gallery.

They also established the Howard and Carole Tanenbaum 
Curatorial Fellowship for a post-graduate student enrolled in 
the Photographic Preservation and Collections management 
(PPCm) program, a partnership between ryerson and 
rochester’s George eastman House. The PPCm program has 
attracted students worldwide, many of whom have gone on 
to positions at international institutions, including the museum 
of modern Art in New York, Princeton University, and St 
Andrews University in Scotland.

“It’s a wonderful program. The students are spreading the 
word about ryerson and George eastman House and 
enhancing ryerson’s name, bringing it to the forefront.”

It’s also a gratifying outcome of Howard’s and Carole’s desire 
to support higher education, particularly in an area that they 
both love—photography and collecting.

A Gift from The Howard and Carole Tanenbaum Family 
Charitable Foundation Supports Education and Research 
in the Ryerson Image Centre

When the trailblazing ryerson Image Centre opens next 
year, it will be the realization of a vision 15 years in the making. 
Howard Tanenbaum has watched the dream unfold since  
a group of far-sighted Image Arts faculty members came  
to him, looking for advice. He has been involved with the 
Centre one way or another since that day. most notably,  
he was instrumental in the acquisition of the magnificent  
black Star Collection—an internationally renowned collection 
of nearly 300,000 photographs documenting the 20th 
century—to be housed and exhibited in the Centre.

Howard, a passionate patron of the arts and an avid collector, 
has been steadfast in his support of the Centre and of the 
School of Image Arts—as advisor, volunteer, donor and 
champion. He recently served as Chair of the Centre’s 
Advisory board and is currently a member of its acquisitions 
committee. He believes in the potential of the Centre to attract 
international attention that will benefit ryerson, Toronto and 
Canada—so much so, it seems to be a personal mandate.

His generous philanthropic support of the Centre this 
year with his wife Carole, through The Howard and Carole 
Tanenbaum Family Charitable Foundation, has enhanced the 
Centre’s holdings and will also provide significant impetus to 
its research and education activities—an important mandate 
of the Centre. The black Star Collection will be one among 
several culturally significant photographic collections to be 
stored in museum-quality conditions in the Centre.

Howard believes that the black Star Collection in particular 
has given ryerson international branding in a way that couldn’t 
have been achieved on any other basis, adding that most 
universities never get the opportunity to brand themselves 
internationally.
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Alumni Giving
Gift from Alumnus Paul Cocker Lays Foundation  
for New Architecture Gallery

Artistic rendering courtesy of pellow + associates architects inc.

Paul Cocker is a successful businessman. As President and 
Ceo of mcKay-Cocker—a business founded by his father 
and Colonel Hugh mcKay in 1946—he oversees a thriving 
construction company with offices in London and mississauga. 
His road to success, however, had a slight interruption.  In  
the 1960s he was a Civil engineering Technology student at  
ryerson but he preferred creating things and enjoying Toronto 
to studying statistics and didn’t take his studies seriously 
enough. “I was thrown out and it scared the hell out of me.”

Paul went to the principal and asked for a second chance—
what he refers to as his first “sales pitch”— to complete his 
studies. ryerson accepted him back after sitting out a year  
and this time around he gave it his all and did well. The 
situation ended up providing Paul with some of his 
best experiences including completing his carpenter’s 

apprenticeship in the time off. “being at ryerson gave me  
an opportunity; it depended on me what I did from there.” 
What he did was head to London to work at his father’s 
business, which he later purchased with his cousin in 1991. 
When his cousin died suddenly in 1997 he forged ahead  
and continued to grow the company and its reputation.

recently ryerson asked the successful alumnus for a major 
gift to help construct exhibition space for architecture 
students to display their work. Paul didn’t hesitate to give 
back. Not only did he recall his appreciation for architecture, 
he acknowledged that the lesson of being given a second 
chance was life changing. With his contribution he recognizes 
the importance of giving students opportunities, including 
an exhibition gallery where they can showcase their talents. 

“I think that’s how you get noticed, having industry and the 
public able to view your work.”

Thanks to his generosity, the future Paul Cocker exhibition 
Gallery will provide space dedicated to travelling, local 
and student exhibitions, will showcase best practices, and 
will serve as a venue for departmental events.“We’re very 
grateful to Paul for his generous lead gift, the largest gift that 
Architecture has received to date,” said Kendra Schank Smith, 
chair of Architectural Science.
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When their Chief economist, Don Drummond (pictured on 
right with ed Clark, president and Ceo, TD, on left), retired  
last year, the TD Bank Financial Group celebrated his 
distinguished career with a $750,000 gift to ryerson 
University. In honour of a man who made the most of the 
opportunities in his life, the gift from TD bank Financial  
Group is helping to create opportunities for marginalized 
youth, women and visible minorities.

TD’s generous support is opening the door to university  
for marginalized high school students and encouraging  
the inclusion of women and visible minorities in the  
financial sector workplace.

The donation supports, in part, road to ryerson, a program 
that gives a second chance to high school students who  

“just missed” getting into ryerson. The program helps 

students identify what they need to meet ryerson’s 
admissions standards. Students are guaranteed admission 
after completing additional work at high school that meets 
ryerson’s requirements. road to ryerson is part of Spanning 
the Gaps, a ryerson program to help improve access to 
higher education for marginalized youth and adults who  
find this goal unattainable.

“A good education is essential in a modern economy.  
That’s why making sure everyone has an opportunity to  
access post-secondary schooling should be a huge priority  
for leaders in both the public and private sector,” said ed 
Clark, TD’s president and Ceo. “ryerson’s initiatives will  
make a big impact. We’re proud to invest in them, and are 
confident they will produce meaningful results.”

TD’s gift also supports Workplace Diversity, an initiative 
through the Ted rogers School of management Diversity 
Institute. The Diversity Institute develops strategies to 
promote inclusive workplaces and to enhance the talent 
pipeline. Workplace Diversity will build approaches to 
encourage and support the inclusion of women and visible 
minorities in the financial sector workplace. Working with 
financial service professionals, the initiative will create 
programs for teachers in marginalized neighbourhoods.

This latest gift enhances long-standing support for ryerson 
University by TD bank Financial Group, which has provided 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in student financial aid for 
more than two decades.

Corporate Giving
Corporate Gift from TD Financial Group Paves  
the Way for Marginalized Students 
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Preparing to send School of Graphic Communications 
management (GCm) alumni into the field with career-ready 
knowledge and skills requires current expertise and state-of-
the-art technology, particularly given the rapid changes in 
computer technology.

When GCm decided to upgrade its software, it implemented 
a HIFLeX management Information System (mIS) and HIFLeX 
Webshop Web2Print system into the curriculum. It was able  

to do so thanks to a gift-in-kind donation worth $500,000 
from the award-winning HIFLEX Corporation of North 
America, recognized in the industry for most innovative  
use of process automation.

The HIFLeX systems round out an existing print ecosystem 
and will be used to educate students about workflow as a 
whole. With the HIFLeX donation, students in a number of 
GCm courses will be able to learn how the printing industry 
standard, JDF specifications language, can be used to 
automate production processes.

Gary e. marron, (pictured on right with Adam b. Kahan, left, 
and Ian baitz, GCm Chair, centre) president and Ceo at 
HIFLeX, was pleased to help, expressing his admiration for 
ryerson and the quality of its courses. “Having our mIS and 
Web2Print systems installed at ryerson University is a real 
honour. We are excited to be able to help improve an already 
stellar program and it is our pleasure to assist in educating the 
men and women who will become the future leaders of the 
industry.”

It is entirely fitting that the archives of The Wellesley 
Hospital School of Nursing Alumnae Association has 
been donated to ryerson University’s Library and Archives. 
When hospital-based nursing schools were moved into 
post-secondary institutions in 1973, The Wellesley Hospital’s 
school came to ryerson University. Some of the Wellesley 
nurses became ryerson faculty in what is now the Daphne 
Cockwell School of Nursing.  Some have also been on the 
Association’s executive over the years.

Along with the donation of the archives, the Association  
has provided financial support to maintain the collection.  
A $25,000 donation has established an endowment fund; 
an additional $5,000 has been provided to catalogue and 
process the collection. The collection will be fully accessible 
to anyone wishing to research it and some pieces, like the 
refurbished silver-plated coffee and tea urns, will actually be 
put to use by students in the Ted rogers School of Hospitality 
and Tourism management.

The archives have found a permanent home just in time for  
the 100th anniversary in 2012 of the founding of The Wellesley 
Hospital, which evolved from a private hospital to a university 
teaching hospital. most of its nurses were graduates of its own 
school. The Alumnae Association was born with the first class 
of 10 graduates in 1915.

Shirley Heard, (pictured on right) a ’62 alumna who worked 
at the Wellesley for 30 years, and is current President of the 
Alumnae Association, has coordinated much of the collecting 
efforts since The Wellesley Hospital building closed in 2001. 
She notes, “It’s a unique collection for ryerson to have, and 
it’s an important part of Toronto’s history. Dr. Herbert bruce 
(founder of The Wellesley Hospital) was very forward in his 
thinking about public health care. The archives are about 
nursing practice, techniques, development. It’s a period of 
history in nursing education.”

building the archives has happened informally, often by word 
of mouth. over the years things trickled in. Along with the 
usual clippings, correspondence and photos, the collection 
includes uniforms, medical instruments and Limoges china—
the patients’ standard dinner service.

Linda Cooper, (pictured on left) Professor and Associate 
Director of the Collaborative Degree program at the Daphne 
Cockwell School of Nursing, is a ’68 alumna and member 
of the Association’s executive. She notes, “We knew that 
Wellesley was special. There was always a sense of preserving 
history and a great deal of pride. We want to know that our 
collection of nursing materials is being looked after.”

Gift-in-kind
Wellesley Hospital School of Nursing 
Alumnae Association Donates Treasure 
Trove of Nursing Artifacts 

Gift-in-Kind from HIFLEX Gives Students 
in Graphic Communications Management 
Career-Ready Skills
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Lorna Kelly, alumna and former Interior Design chair, is 
leaving a gift in her will to the Faculty of Communication  
& Design.

Lorna was a student in the 1970s, a faculty member in the 
1980s, and served as chair for 10 years from the late 1980s  
to late 1990s.

Throughout her career at ryerson, Lorna gave much of her 
time and talent, and was also a regular donor. As Interior 
Design chair, however, she ran the program on such a tight 
budget that she became acutely aware of the need for 
significant gifts. “It was a bit of a battle to keep up the quality  
of the equipment, to get what we needed within the school, 
and to set up bursaries or scholarships for deserving students.”

For Lorna, directing her gift to the Faculty of Communication  
& Design makes the most sense. “my time in this faculty  
played a big part in making me the person I am today.  
I want other people to have the opportunities I had.”

Norm Guilfoyle, radio and Television Arts (rTA) ’64, has 
long been appreciative of his ryerson education—and now 
he’s giving back to the school through a bequest in his will.

“ryerson was my window of opportunity. my ryerson 
education gave me the confidence to try new things.” Those 
new things included broadcasting, sales, travelling the world 
and eventually starting a new career in fundraising.

As a fundraising professional and donor, philanthropy has 
come to mean a great deal to Norm. Since the 1980s, he  
has been a regular and committed donor to ryerson. He  
has given generously and broadly to bursaries, awards,  
capital projects and discretionary funds that support the 
university’s greatest needs.

Norm’s bequest will provide bursaries for rTA students who 
are in financial need. Norm himself had to drop out of school 
to work for a time so he could raise his tuition. For that reason, 
he’d like to ease the path for future ryerson students. “I owe  
a lot to ryerson,” Norms says, “and I want to repay  
the university.”

Planned Giving

Bev Dales, business management ’60, is making a gift 
through her will to ryerson and hopes others will do the 
same. bev credits her ryerson education as the catalyst to a 
long, rewarding career in corporate communications. She 
has been a donor to the university for more than 20 years, 
and volunteers whenever she can.  She also served as a 
member of the board of Directors from 1998 to 2004.

bev’s experiences have compelled her to write the university 
into her will. She is setting aside a percentage of her estate 
for the Ted rogers School of management in support of the 
school’s highest priority.

Says bev, “ryerson is a young university and doesn’t have  
a long philanthropic history the way Harvard or U of T has.” 
She hopes her gift sets an example and inspires others to  
give. She also hopes her money helps the faculty grow 
and ensures that generations to come—including her own 
grandchildren—have a healthy and vibrant ryerson to attend.

Journalism grad, Howard Brown, and his wife Kimberly 
Cohen are making a gift through their will for student awards 
in Journalism.

Howard believes his success in life is thanks to his ryerson 
education and mentor J.D. macFarlane, former chair of the 
ryerson Journalism program. When he was admitted to  
the program he felt like ryerson “took a chance on a kid  
from Kitchener.”

The chance paid off. Howard started off his career in 
journalism and then built a new, thriving one in public 
relations. Howard and Kimberly created the firm brown 
& Cohen Communications & Public Affairs Inc. With the 
donation to ryerson, Howard says he and Kimberly are  
able to leave something behind.

“It’s great to celebrate our work together, and since we don’t 
have kids, it’s a nice legacy,” says brown. “We can leave our 
mark in a small way and everybody can do that. everybody 
can leave something in their will to important causes.”

Legacy Donors Look to the Future to Help Students Succeed
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Staff Giving
Retired Staff member Claudette Smith  
Creates Award for Business Students  
in Continuing Education

Claudette Smith understood early in life the impact of giving. 
The youngest of six children by 10 years, she accompanied her 
mother, rosa Deschenes, an active volunteer in Sudbury and 
was impressed by the time and kindness she put into her social 
commitment. Claudette was the only one of her siblings to go 
on to post-secondary education. “I’ve been blessed in my life, 
with my mother’s example and with the awards, scholarships 
and opportunities offered to me.”

Imbued with a keen sense that her work should help others, 
she embarked on a career path that included teaching, policy 
and program development work in employment equity, 
non-profit administration, and ultimately, 15 years as business 
program director at ryerson’s G. raymond Chang School 
of Continuing education. Along the way there was always 
volunteer work, part-time mbA studies and raising a family.

After a lifetime characterized by giving back, it is not 
surprising that Claudette chose to mark her retirement  
in march 2011 by creating the Claudette J. Smith business 
Program Award. Worth $1000, the award recognizes the 
academic achievement of an exceptional Chang School 
student who has completed at least two courses in the 
business program and has been engaged in voluntary  
activity in the community or their profession.

Claudette observes that adult learner demographics— 
25 and older, working full time or part time—now include 
more women and more online study than when she started 
working at The Chang School. For the next five to 10 years, 
her award will help ease the burden for some of them.  

“The next generation will have its hands full, keeping the 
country healthy economically and socially, as well as  
doing the emotional labour of raising children and  
looking after parents.”

Claudette’s contribution was doubled by gifts from  
colleagues, students, family and friends. Her award is a 
personal expression of her philanthropic outlook. She  
could never say no to a good cause, she always gave  
before asking others to do so, and she learned how to  
accept the gifts of others gratefully.  Her award is a tribute  
to the adult learners who strive to get ahead. “Like me,  
adult students are trying to juggle responsibilities—to get 
ahead for their families and communities. They are worthy  
of support—exceptional people who help one another.”
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A committed donor to ryerson for more than 25 years,  
the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) supported the university 
through the sponsorship of the annual ethics at ryerson 
Speaker Series. rbC sponsored the 2010-11 series on the 
theme of Nationhood and Identity: Indigenous Governance  
in a New Century. The lectures featured eight speakers 
exploring timely and controversial issues related to the 
circumstances of Aboriginal peoples in Canada.

The highlight of the four-lecture series was a dialogue with 
former Prime minister Paul martin and former National Chief 
Phil Fontaine on First Nations issues that was moderated by 
evan Solomon. The series’ audience included members of 
ryerson’s community, political representatives, business 
professionals and community members.

Under the banner of the rbC blue Water Project, rbC  
is also sponsoring the 2011-12 ethics at ryerson Speaker  
Series, which is examining topics on water and ethics.

Since 1990, more than 7,000 parents of ryerson students 
have raised over $1.25 million for the Parent Fund. more 
than half their support has gone to the Library. many parents 
also choose to direct their support to student financial aid, 
programs and other areas of need.  Gifts in support of student 
financial aid have been matched by the Government of 
ontario since 2006.

The Parent Fund, as an important part of ryerson’s Annual 
Fund, generates vital revenues for the university. Unrestricted 
gifts from parents provide flexible dollars that enable the 
university to fund unique programs and opportunities for 
students. In the 2010-11 fiscal year, 1,490 parent donors 
contributed a total of $170,000.

We are grateful for the contributions of all our donors past, 
present and future. every gift matters and helps fuel our  
success. Thank you for your generosity.

July 1, 2006 to April 30, 2011

Total raised = $105,436,509

Total donors = 23,669

Sponsorship
RBC Sponsors Provocative Lecture Series

Parent Fund
Parents Show Amazing Support

Gifts & Donations
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For more information please contact:

Donor Relations and Stewardship 
University Advancement 

416-979-5000 ext. 6639

Ryerson University, 350 Victoria Street, Toronto ON M5B 2K3 (75971)


